Access to the award-winning LMAX Exchange is now available through
FP Markets, the leading Australian broker
London UK, March 25, 2014 – LMAX Exchange, the leading FCA regulated MTF for FX trading,
is pleased to announce a partnership with FP Markets, the leading Australian online
brokerage.
Access to LMAX Exchange is now available through FP Markets, delivering exchange quality
execution, complete pre & post trade transparency and total trading anonymity in over 60 FX
pairs with average matching speeds of 4ms and no ‘last look’ as standard – ensuring FX
execution with optimal precision.
Matthew Murphie, Managing Director of FP Markets commented: “We are thrilled to have
teamed up with LMAX Exchange as their values of fairness and transparency match our own.
This relationship has enabled us to offer one of the most competitive forex trading platforms
available in today’s market”.
Scott Johnson, Institutional Relationship Manager at LMAX Exchange, commented: “We are
delighted to partner with FP Markets, an established and experienced brokerage, whose
skills and capabilities are well known in the Australian market. The partnership will greatly
advance the FP Markets FX offering and provide a transparent and fair trading experience for
their clients.”
Access to LMAX Exchange liquidity and execution through the technologically advanced and
easy to use FP Markets’ platforms ensures fair, transparent and efficient FX trading
experience.
- ENDS Notes to Editors
About LMAX Exchange:
The award-winning LMAX Exchange is the leading MTF for FX authorised and regulated by the
FCA. Servicing brokers, funds, corporates, asset managers and banks, LMAX Exchange
delivers a unique vision for global FX trading - a transparent, neutral, level playing field for all
market participants, regardless of status, size or activity levels.
The LMAX Exchange OPEN order book is driven by streaming, non ‘last look’ limit orders
supplied by General Member liquidity providers. LMAX Exchange offers markets in over 60
FX pairs, spot Gold and Silver, with complete pre and post-trade transparency and order
execution where no ‘last look’ is standard. Orders are executed in strict price/time priority at
an average speed of 4ms.
LMAX Exchange has been credited in the marketplace for being the first to have launched a
truly exchange-style trading model with order matching based on price/time priority that
provides pre-trade anonymity but full post-trade transparency.
www.lmax.com

About FP Markets
FP Markets (FPM) is an award-winning company that has earned a stellar reputation for
providing Contracts for Difference (CFDs), one of the most popular financial trading
instruments in Australia, through Direct Market Access.
An Australian-owned company, FPM was created by seasoned industry professionals with
extensive experience in the field and who share a commitment to servicing a broad range of
clients, from part-time traders to professionals and institutions.
As a global leader for DMA CFDs, we use our combined depth of experience to understand
the needs of our clients and provide exceptional service matched with the best products
available.
Since commencing trading in 2005, we have become a major player in the CFD market
through our Direct Markets Access (DMA) pricing model, great commission rates, exceptional
trading platform and outstanding client service. We were responsible for making Direct
Market Access CFDs easily available to retail and professional clients at competitive
commission rates in Australia.
In Australia, FPM is one of the most awarded companies in the industry, winning awards from
Smart Investor, Investment Trends, Money Magazine, and The Bull and a 5 star rating from
CANSTAR CANNEX.
www.fpmarkets.com.au
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